A binary representation of the rationals derived from their continued fraction expansions is described and analysed. The concepts "adjacency", "mediant" and "convergent" from the literature on Farey fractions and continued fractions are suitably extended to provide a foundation for this new binary representation system. Worst case representation-induced precision loss for any real number by a fixed length representable number of the system is shown to be at most 19% of bit word length, with no precision loss whatsoever induced in the representation of any reasonably sized rational number. The representation is supported by a computer arithmetic system implementing exact rational and approximate real computations in an on-line fashion.
Introduction.
The foundations of a binary representation of the rationals are presented, and many of the representation system's features are described. Evidence is provided indicating that a computer arithmetic system employing this representation would provide a facility for exact rational and approximate real arithmetic not currently available in any single system.
Our proposed binary representation system derives from the continued fraction representation of the rationals. A self delimiting bit string encoding of the integers is employed to represent each partial quotient. Particular features of the integer encoding and the subsequent concatenation process allow us to obtain bit string representations of the rationals, which are shown lexicographically order preserving over real order. Our bitstring representation is thus termed the lexicographic continued fraction (LCF) representation of a rational number.
The LCF representation can be considered an encoding of the individual steps of the Euclidean algorithm performed in binary, where the determination of the individual remainders are computed using a non-restoring division algorithm. As such, it is derived from algorithms performing arithmetic operations upon rational operands in fraction form, i.e. a numerator/denominator representation, [see Kornerup and Matula 83] where the LCF representation was first described. However, as a number representation it naturally leads to a kind of on-line arithmetic where operands are consumed bit-sequential, and the result is produced bit-sequential, most significant bit first. Such an on-line arithmetic unit has been described in [Kornerup and Matula 88] , capable of performing all the basic arithmetic operations in a unified manner as cases of the bihomographic function ( ) axy+bx+cy+d z x,y = exy + Ix + gy + h specified by eight integer coefficients a, b, ... , h. By factoring certain transformations (matrices corresponding to the individual partial quotients of a continued fraction) into simple "binary" matrices, the algorithm can be realized by simple shift-and-add operations. However, we shall not further pursue the arithmetic here, but concentrate on properties of the LCF representation.
In [Section 2] we formally define the LCF expansion as a bitstring. We introduce background material from the theory of continued fractions to guide the development of a theory for LCF expansions. In particular we extend the notion of the sequence of convergents (often termed "best rational approximations") of a real number to a super-sequence of biconvergents (binary convergents) determined by the LCF expansion of x. The biconvergents are shown to form a somewhat base dependent sequence of rational approximations to x. The biconvergent sequence is shown to contain, on average, about 3.51 times the number of terms of the subsequence of canonically defined convergents.
In [Section 3] we study the hierarchy of rational numbers as determined bitwise by their LCF expansions through the construct of the LCF binary tree. The LCF tree provides for enumerating biconvergent sequences as paths down the tree, and also provides for enumerating all fixed length LCF expansion values by traversal across the LCF tree truncated at fixed depth. One can visualize in the structure of the tree the order preserving property of LCF expansions, and the fact that LCF representation is one-to-one between finite bit strings and positive rationals. We develop tools for investigating the set Qk of irreducible fractions in [0,1] whose LCF expansions have order k (equivalently: length k + 1 bits or depth at most k in the LCF tree). Our principal results are that the fundamental properties from the theory of Farey fractions [Hardy and Wright 79] regarding adjacency, mediant and recursive construction of the tree of Farey fractions, can be extended to comparable concepts of bijacency, binary mediant and recursive construction of the LCF tree. Properties of the LCF tree are then available as tools for both the investigation of the rate of convergence of biconvergent sequences, and for the study of the gap sizes between successive members of the sets Qk. The latter result dictates the precision obtainable for arithmetic employing such fixed length representations.
Utilizing these tools the extremes of gap size variability over Qk are then discussed in [Section 4]. The main result is that the maximum gap size in Qk is of the order 2ak for a = 0.814 .... This implies at most a 19% precision loss (storage space loss) in the worst case approximation error by fixed length LCF bit strings, being the price to be able to accommodate the exact representation of a set of simple rationals at a fairly regular spacing, and supporting a rational arithmetic in an on-line fashion. More detailed results of exhaustive and sampled distribution of gap sizes are available in [Kornerup and Matula 85].
